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E X EC UTI V E SU M M A RY
Tesla is a California-based energy company that employs over 48,000 employees
and is currently worth over 59 billion dollars. Tesla began marketing cars to niche
audiences of customers who are going green and has become a status symbol
for customers who seek energy efficient vehicles. The company is known for
designing, developing, and carrying out the manufacturing of all electric vehicles,
energy generation, and storage systems. Tesla’s mission statement is “to accelerate
the world’s transition to sustainable energy.”
Our marketing plan promotes the unique brand identity and culture of Tesla. We
also will promote energy efficiency with our eco-friendly cars. We want customers
and competitors alike to know that Tesla is the future in producing sustainable
energy. With those goals we want to see a 6% increase in sales for next year and
also increase annual US sales by 20%.
We want to position Tesla as the best electric car company that cares about energy
efficiency. Tesla has a unique culture that is both innovative and passionate, which
will show through in their advertising. We want to portray how Tesla can improve
your life and improve the life around you.
We believe that our strategy and choice of media will help improve brand
awareness and increase sales. Though our advertising, we will be able to meet our
goals and continue to promote the ideals that Tesla stands by.
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SITUATI O N A L A N A LYSIS
History
In 2003, Tesla was founded by two American entrepreneurs named Martin Eberhard
and Marc Tarpenning. Both wanted to make electric cars that are even better than
traditional cars. Elon Musk, well known as the co-inventor of Paypal, became the
company’s largest support when he donated around 30 million dollars to Tesla in
2004. After approximately four years, Tesla launched the Roadster and showcased
it’s cutting-edge battery technology and electric powertrain. The Roadster
accomplished 245 miles on a single charge, a much further distance than most were
expecting to see from an electric car. Notably, Roadster was able to accelerate
from 0 to 60 miles per hour in less than 4 seconds, as well as reach speeds up to
125 miles per hour. Although Tesla was shocking the world, it was not able to reach
the vast majority of those interested due to its high $109,000 price tag. By the end
of 2008, both Eberhard and Terpenning left Tesla, leaving Elon Musk in charge as
the CEO. In 2012, Tesla stopped producing the Roadster and instead focused on
moving forward with the Model S, the first premium all-electric sedan, with a goal
to produce the car chiefly from their facility in Fremont, California. As the years
went on, the company continued to improve the cars to become more attractive to
potential buyers.
Tesla built “Superchargers” in 2012 in both the United States and Europe, making
it easier for owners to charge their cars on the go. Tesla’s mission is focused on
creating affordable, top-level technology and moving towards a future with zero
emissions. In 2015, Tesla expanded its product line with the release of the Model X.
CEO Elon Musk, who became a well-known public figure, then announced Tesla’s
plan to release the Model 3, an affordable and top-of-the-line vehicle, that would
begin production in 2017. With the creation of the more budget-friendly Model 3,
Tesla is now reaching more consumers than ever before. Musk has gained a social
media presence that attracts potential customers to Tesla cars through his honest,
open approach to both social media and the company’s technology. Most recently,
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Tesla announced the creation of a new electric truck called the Cybertruck, and
received over 200,000 pre-orders within a week. Musk also released patents
of Tesla products, allowing other companies to create something similar or even
better. This further promotes Tesla’s dedication to fighting climate change and
creating a future of energy-efficient cars, even if they don’t come directly from Tesla
factories. From leaking future software updates to giving all people open access
to their technology, Tesla has shaken the world with what it means to drive an allelectric vehicle.
The Market
Tesla operates in a popular market that is growing everyday. The company
once stood alone as the only high quality all-electric vehicle, but other large car
companies are now working to produce electric cars on the same level as Tesla.
Tesla cars have now become the gold standard for premium electric vehicles, and
continue to challenge the market with new, affordable concepts.
Past & Current Advertising
Tesla currently spends no money on advertising. Musk recently said, “Tesla does
not advertise or pay for endorsements. Instead, we use that money to make the
product great.” Instead of spending money on traditional advertising, Tesla focuses
on word of mouth and free advertising through its social media accounts. The
brand has had a unique position because of its revolutionary technology and
transparency to the public. Tesla has over 4.5 million followers on Twitter alone.
Musk is a top advocate for Tesla, consistently posting updates about the company
to his 29 million+ followers. Tesla has not felt the need to spend any money and
has relied on customer loyalty, but the future of Tesla advertising will change as
competition of premium electric vehicles continues to grow.
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Competition
While Tesla has long been alone in the premium electric car business, other major
companies have caught on and made their own versions of all-electric cars. Nissan,
General Motors, Kia, Fiat, and Ford are among the top competitors of Tesla. With
less range but a competitive price, the Nissan Leaf was Nissan’s attempt at an allelectric vehicle. Kia also released an all-electric vehicle with 111 miles of range, and
plans to improve that version by 2020.
S.W.O.T.
Strengths
Top brand name for electric vehicles
Gold standard for premium electric vehicles
High brand loyalty
Always developing cutting-edge technology
Self-sufficient factory
Affordable for quality
Strong voice in public
Well-known
Weaknesses
Competition growing
Stigma of electric vehicles
New market, more expensive than traditional cars
Controversy with CEO Elon Musk
Opportunities
Become the most affordable cars on the market
Maintain the golden standard of electric vehicles
Reach a greater number of people than ever before
Threats
Competition from larger car companies
Potential to lose loyalty from other customers
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M A RK E TI N G G OA LS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Promote regional and national brand awareness
Emphasize brand culture and identity
Promote more energy-efficient driving with sleek, sophisticated, eco-friendly
cars
Make potential customers aware that hybrids and gas burners are old news;
electric cars are the way of the future
Create a customer-oriented strategy that sparks conversations
Promote Tesla as the future of transportation and the future of the planet
Increase sales by 6% next year
Increase market share vs. competition
Increase USA annual sales by 20%
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TA RG E T AU D I EN C E
Tesla’s Current Audience in the Luxury Industry:
Data provided by Media Flight Plan
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
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Gender - Men (116)
Age - 45-54 (111)
Occupation - Management Occupations (141) , Management Business and
Financial Operations (136)
Occupation status - Employed (110)
Income - 100,000 plus (169)
Marital Status - Married (110)
Children - No children (104)
Hobbies and Activities - Attend Auto Shows (156), Collecting watches (174),
Country Club Memberships (210), Business Clubs (176), Frequent Flyers Elite
(222), Shop at Neiman Marcus (200), Sailing (164)
Likes and Dislikes - Dislike wasting time, like collecting items (Mintel),
Their Use of the Product- Luxury, Higher Class status,Higher quality and no gas
usage (Mintel)
Ethnicity - White (104)
Media use - Newspaper (112), read any two or more newspapers (133),
Smithsonian Platinum (259), Wine Spectator (199)

•

•
•
•

Internet Usage - (Internet QuintilesIII, 118) Websites: The Street website (192),
MSN Money (177), Hotwire (160), Yahoo!Finance (159), AOL/mail (133), Fandango
(131)
Outdoor (113)
Where they Live - Pacific Mountain Region (131)
Education - Graduated College Plus (144)

Summary:
The current Tesla customer is a Caucasian, married, male in his mid 40’s to 50’s.
He’s graduated college and pursued a Master’s or Doctorate degree. He typically
does not have any children, is well established in his career, and makes $100,000+
each year. He is wealthy and lives in the nice areas of Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco, and other regions of the Pacific Mountain area. He lives a luxury lifestyle,
but also shows concern for environmental causes. He is an educated and powerful
consumer with high standings at work and in his community. He reads the paper
and uses the internet to stay up on the news, specifically to follow the stock market.
Tesla’s New Target Audience for the Model 3:
Data provided by Media Flight Plan
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Gender - Men (106) (115)
Age- 25 -44 (118) (124)
Education - Graduated College Plus (155) (132)
Occupation Status - Employed Full-Time (113) (128)
Occupation - Computer & Mathematical (176) (164), Life, Physical, and
Social Science (244) (127), Architecture & Engineering (168) (121), Healthcare
Practitioner and Technical (144) (146)
Income - $50,000 - $100,000+ (188) (156)
Marital Status - Single or Married (116) (112)
Children - Two Children (116) (118)
Ethnicity - White (108) Asian (219) (192)
Where they Live - Pacific Region (162) (113), County A (118) (125)
Hobbies and Activities - Attend Classical Music/Opera Performances (219) (114),
Frequent Flyers Elite Members (176) (208), Participate in film/Produce Videos
(134) (159), Rock Climbing (238) (137), Racquetball (151) (163), Skiing (194) (129)
Media use - Overall low use of most mass media
Somewhat heavy users of Internet (Quintile II) (120) (116)
Heavy Outdoor (Quintile I) (114)
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Summary:
The new Tesla customer is male, a little younger, and does not make as much as
the old Tesla customer. They own hybrids and are interested in new technology.
They graduated college and now work in scientific fields like engineering and
computer science. They’re married with a couple young kids and love spending
time outdoors and exploring the world. They care for the environment and wish
to show that care through the vehicles they purchase. They’re on the internet and
exposed to a lot of outdoor advertising. They mostly live in the pacific region of the
U.S. This is the new target audience for Tesla. Tesla can educate them that hybrids
are old technology, and the now affordable Tesla Model 3 is the perfect car for
them.
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M ED I A O B J EC TI V ES
An Ostrow Model analysis of Tesla helped determine the reach and frequency
goals of the campaign. Through this analysis, an average frequency of 3.3 has
been set. This slightly higher reach than the recommended amount of 3 is based
on Tesla’s current lack of advertising. Although Tesla is a well-known brand among
fans, an increase in frequency will help reach a broader customer segment.
Additionally, a moderate reach of 60 has been set in the national campaign and a
slightly more aggressive reach of 70 has been set in the spot market campaigns.
The frequency will be raised to 4 in the spot markets.
A pulsing method will be used during peak sales seasons. In 2018, Tesla’s highest
sales were in the third (5.9 billion) and fourth (6.1 billion) quarters which encompass
the summer months and holiday seasons. Due to this, the frequency will be
increased to 4 and reach will be increased to 65 for the national campaign. The
frequency will be increased to 5 and reach will be increased to 75 for the spot
market campaign. These same goals will be transferred to the month of February
during the SuperBowl and the month of June to encourage sales around Father’s
Day.
To accomplish these goals, a budget of $22.5 million has been set.
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C R E ATI V E
Tagline:

“This is electric, This is Tesla”
Positioning statement: We will position Tesla as the untouched golden standard
for premium electric cars.
We chose to position Tesla as the best electric car brand on the market by using
the motto, “This is electric, This is Tesla.” This theme claims Tesla as the standard
for electric, and shows its innovation and passion for improving the world and
improving your life. We think that no other car brand does it quite like Tesla, they
are unique and innovative. We feel this position coincides with the culture at Tesla
and Elon Musk stands for these similar things. Musk seeks innovation and improving
the world around him, and Tesla fully supports that.
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M ED I A STR ATEGY
To reach a broader customer segment for the Tesla Model 3, a national and spot
campaign has been selected. The spot markets will be as follows:
San Francisco
BDI: 239 CDI: 127
Honolulu
BDI: 160 CDI: 124
San Diego
BDI: 140 CDI: 149
Los Angeles
BDI: 231 CDI: 128
Seattle
BDI: 144 CDI: 120
Portland Oregon
BDI: 130 CDI: 132
With the target audience living in the United States Pacific region, and with both
high BDIs and CDIs in these areas, these markets are optimum for advertising.
Additionally, Tesla operates a store in each of these locations making them logical
areas to advertise in. Finally, the average category development index (CDI) for
luxury cars in the above regions is 130--showing that luxury cars perform well in
these areas and would be ideal for Tesla advertising.
To reach both the national and spot market audiences, the following media mix has
been established:
Digital: 3.8% - $838,000
Outdoor: 32.2% - $7,186,200
Radio: 32.5% - $7,255,400
Magazine: 7.3% - $1,632,200
Cable: 24.3% - $5,428,400
Total: $22,340,200
Current Share of Voice:
Digital: 22%
Outdoor: 0%
Local Radio: 0%
Magazine: 0%
Cable TV: 0%
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2018 SOV Among Competitive Car Brands
Data provided by Kantar Media

For this campaign spot marketing and traditional media were used. The media mix
consists of Radio, Cable TV, and Outdoor, Magazines, and Internet.
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M ED I A E X EC UTI O N
Luxury Owners
(Persons living in households that own a
Luxury Car)

Hybrid/Electric Vehicle Owners
(Persons living in households that own a
hybrid or electric vehicle)

Internet:
Facebook (102) (13560 pop)
Reddit (135) (1,295 pop)
Amazon (118) (11,581 pop)
BleacherReport (137) (1,192 pop)
ESPN (124) (4,796 pop)
Yelp (160) (2,293)
Radio:
All News (152) (995 pop)
NewsTalk (132) (2607 pop)
Any AM listening (124) (3708 pop)
Cable TV:
ESPN (115) (6,158 pop)
Golf Channel (152) (1,162 pop)
MSNBC (122) (3,040 pop)
NBC Sports Network (130) (2,422 pop)
Spot TV:
Football Specials (118) (11386)
Tennis (144) (2,586 pop)
NBA Finals (134) (3472)
Baseball Specials (122) (5,042 pop)
Magazines:
General Editorial (109) (8170 pop)
Business/Finance (132) (3542 pop)
Airline (155) (1942)

Internet:
Facebook (109) (6086 pop)
Reddit (195) (786 pop)
Amazon (136) (5579 pop)
BleacherReport (127) (465 pop)
ESPN (120) (1945 pop)
Yelp (194) (1168 pop)
Radio:
All News (160) (438 pop)
NewsTalk (143) (1188)
Any AM listening (116) (1453)
Cable:
ESPN (106) (2378 pop)
Golf Channel (103) (330)
MSNBC (110 (1,151 pop)
NBC Sports Network (105) (818 pop)
Spot TV:
Football Specials (107) (4348 pop)
Tennis (129) (971 pop)
NBA Finals (109) (1186 pop)
Baseball Specials (110) (1911 pop)
Magazines:
General Editorial (110) (3464 pop)
Business/Finance (108) (1215 pop)
Airline (167) (881 pop)
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Green & Trendy Vehicle Owners (HHI 50K+)
(People whose attitudes reflect a desire to try and buy vehicles that reflect a
commitment to support the environment.)
They seek vehicles with bold and innovative design that stands out on the road.
They also express an interest in purchasing the most expensive models with luxury
appointments and other options. Rebates and incentives strongly influence their
purchase decisions. Have a household income of at least $50,000)
Internet:
Facebook (111) (24624 pop)
Reddit (145) (2326)
Amazon (122) (19872 pop)
BleacherReport (135 (1962)
ESPN (135) (1962)
Yelp (143) (3432)
Radio:
All News (142) (1547 pop)
NewsTalk (103) (3405 pop)
Any AM listening (104) (5187)
Cable:
ESPN (118) (10,500 pop)
Golf Channel (108) (1374 pop)
MSNBC (112) (4628 pop)
NBC Sports Network (113) (3494 pop)
Spot TV:
Football Specials (100) (16240 pop)
Tennis (119) (3563 pop)
NBA Finals (114) (4924 pop)
Baseball Specials (103) (7162 pop)
Magazines:
General Editorial (104) (13092 pop)
Business/Finance (117) (5214 pop)
Airline (137) (2858 pop)
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Goals - A Year at a Glance
The selected media mix surpasses the original monthly reach, frequency, and GRP
goals as shown in the chart below while maintaining the established budget of
$22.5 million.
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PRO M OTI O NS & N O N -TR A D ITI O N A L
EFF O RTS
Promotion: Green Race for the Model 3
Tesla will promote an environmentally-friendly adventure race to find the keys to a
new Tesla Model 3. We will have a Tesla to win in each spot market (San Francisco,
Honolulu, San Diego, Los Angeles, Seattle, and Portland.)
The race will be implemented and covered on social media. That is where the
participants can find a race checklist that will eventually lead them to a hidden key.
Tesla will use the hash tag #TeslaGreenRace to promote the event.
Checklist items will include cleaning parks, planting trees, recycling, keeping the
lights off, biking or walking for a day, and other related activities. After completing
one, a participant will receive a hint that will help them find the hidden keys. After
completing enough tasks, participants will have enough hints to lead them to the
hidden key. The first to find it wins a new Model 3.
Tesla will encourage participants to share their experiences on social media stories
as they help the environment while racing for the car. Tesla will also place a large
emphasis on the do-good aspect of the promotion rather than the competition of
finding the car. This will help all those who participate feel good about the Tesla
brand whether they win or not.
The goal is to brand Tesla as the solution for those seeking to make
environmentally-conscious choices in their everyday life.
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B U DG E T
A gross impression allocation approach will be employed with a maximum budget
of $22.5 million to achieve the media objectives. The spot markets were chosen
with CDI and BDI data provided by Media Flight Plan.
The target audience for Tesla are high consumers of internet, outdoor, and radio
media. They also consume magazines and cable TV. The majority of Tesla’s budget
will go to those 5 mediums.
Grand Total= $22,500,000
Media Total= $22,340,300
Net cable (Prime) = $5,428,400
October= $380,900
November= $571,400
December= $380,900
January= $380,900
February= $380,900
March= $571,400
April= $476,200
May= $476,200
June= $476,200
July= $380,900
August= $476,200
September= $476,200

Net radio (Daytime) = $2,413,400
October= $124,100
November= $248,200
December= $124,100
January= $124,100
February= $124,100
March= $248,200
April= $279,300
May= $279,300
June= $279,300
July= $124,100
August= $279,300
September= $279,300

Net radio (Morning Drive) = $2,464,000
October= $123,200
November= $246,400
December= $123,200
January= $123,200
February= $123,200
March= $246,400
April= $271,000
May= $271,000
June= $271,000
July= $123,200
August= $271,000
September= $271,000

Net radio (Evening Drive) = $2,278,000
October= $113,900
November= $227,800
December= $113,900
January= $113,900
February= $113,900
March= $227,800
April= $250,600
May= $250,600
June= $250,600
July= $113,900
August= $250,600
September= $250,600
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Magazine (Mens) = $1,632,200
October= $136,000
November= $136,000
December= $136,000
January= $136,000
February= $136,000
March= $136,000
April= $136,000
May= $136,000
June= $136,000
July= $136,000
August= $136,000
September= $136,000

Spot total= $8,024,200
Outdoor (50 Spot) = $7,186,200
Digital= $8,383,000
The remainder of the budget ($159,700) will
be used for additional promotions and nontraditional efforts.
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A PPEN D I X
Ostrow Model

CDI & BDI Data

Sources
“Ground School.” Media Flight Plan, Deer Creek Publishing, mediaflightplan.com.
Accessed 3 Dec.
2019.
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“US Tesla Stores and Galleries.” Tesla, www.tesla.com/findus/list/stores/United%20
States. Accessed 4
Dec. 2019.
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CDI & BDI Data
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